ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILITY OF AGILE RESPONSE TO CRISES

The ARC approach consists of the ARC
Method for EXercise planning (ARC-MEX) to
aid staff responsible for the planning and
analysis of crisis exercises, and the ARC Crisis
Operations and Plan Enhancement (ARCCOPE) aimed at staff responsible for
developing preparedness or crisis plans and
analysing past events.

EXERCISES

ACTUAL EVENTS

ARC methodology and
exercise design
support

ARC methodology for
preparedness plan
analysis

Generate scenarios that
challenge agility and design
exercises that ”raise the game”

Enhance preparedness through
supporting requisite imagination
during preparedness planning

Provide means for ”controlling the
heat” and collecting data

Improve aviation stakeholders’
capacity to cope with crises

ARC methodology and
exercise analysis
support

ARC methodology for
event and what-if
analysis

Inform lessons to be learned
through supporting analysis,
debriefing, after-action review

Inform lessons to be learned
through supporting analysis of
actual events and what-ifs

ARC-MEX

ARC-COPE

DURING

Agility, like resilience, refers to the ability to
cope with dynamics and complexity in a
flexible manner, by adjusting and adapting
performance and the organization of work to
better fit changing demands, both pro-actively
as a way of preventing unwanted outcomes,
and re-actively as a way of coping with, and
understanding, unwanted events.

AFTER

FSS WP5.4 provides aviation organisations
with Agile Response Capability (ARC)
guidance material, to help organisations set
up, exercise, and evaluate more adaptive and
flexible organisational structures for handling
disturbances and crises, and pro-actively and
retrospectively analyse actual events.

BEFORE

Aviation is a highly inter-connected system of
systems. This means that a problem in one
area may cause effects in other countries or
parts of the Air Transport System (ATS). For
example, a fire at a major hub can cause
disruption over a large part of Europe.
Additionally, there is the potential for massive
system-wide events such as occurred during
the volcanic ash crisis in 2010. What is needed
in ATS crisis situations is not only rapid
coordination, but an agile response.

Agile Response Capability approach:
ARC-MEX and ARC-COPE using the ARC methodology.
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ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILITY OF AGILE RESPONSE TO CRISES
START: Lessons from actual events, regular/specific
exercise requirements, exercise ideas:
”We want to run an exercise to become more agile!”

Agile Response Capability:
Method for EXercise planning
(ARC-MEX)
1. DEVELOP initial
exercise IDEA

Reflect and investigate: ”What
makes a crisis difficult to handle?”

2. DEVELOP
detailed exercise
PLAYBOOK

”Raise the game”: Generate
challenges: ”Which events could
happen and why/how would they
pose challenges?”

3. EXERCISE(S)
using playbook

”Control the heat”:
Monitor key parameters
and play injects

4. DEBRIEFING
and AFTERACTION
REVIEW(S)
based on injects,
data, and what-ifs

Collect data for
debriefing and lessons
to be learned

ARC method as part of ARC-MEX
Parameters x Active verbs x Guidewords:
E.g. State: Raise to Crisis Mode
Info: Uncertainty High, Collect
Resources: Limited, Mobilize
Goal: Downgrade to 50% Capacity
Organization: Activate Crisis Cell
Competence: Unavailable, Find

ARC-MEX
primary
contribution

5. ANALYSIS of the
exercise events and
stakeholder inputs
and feedback

6. IMPLEMENT
lessons to be
learned

FOLLOW-UP EXERCISES/
MONITORING àSTART

Need for EVENT/CRISIS
preparedness plan

ACTUAL
EVENT/CRISIS

Data collection and
analysis

Data collection and
analysis

Detailed
SCENARIO and
WHAT-IF analysis:
”What has
happened in the
past, what could
have happened,
what could
happened next?”

Parameters x Active verbs x Guidewords:
E.g. State: Raise to Crisis Mode
Info: Uncertainty High, Collect
Resources: Limited, Mobilize
Goal: Downgrade to 50% Capacity
Organization: Activate Crisis Cell
Competence: Unavailable, Find

Brainstorming
Questions
”What makes a
crisis difficult to
handle?”

Lessons to be
learned and/or new
preparedness plans
and processes

ARC methodology
as part of ARC-COPE

Parameters
”How can crises be
characterized?”

State
Information
Resources
Goals
Organization
Competence

Active verbs
”How can crisis
parameters be
influenced?”

Guidewords
”How can crisis
parameters vary?”

Assess
Update
Revise
Communicate
Mobilize
Deny
...

Magnitude
Timing
Availability
Uncertainty
Duration
Rate of change
Object

Agile Response Capability:
Crisis Operations and Plan Enhancement (ARC-COPE)

Lessons from actual events, regular/specific,
need to test preparedness plans: ARC-MEX:
”We want to run an exercise to become more agile!”
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ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILITY OF AGILE RESPONSE TO CRISES
e.g., ”We want to exercise …”
”… a cybersecurity event” or
”… collaboration between A, B, and C”
or ”… EU-Regulation X” or
”our new crisis team procedure” or ...

1. FOCUS
GROUPS/
WORKSHOPS:
Refine theme,
objectives,
participants

START: Lessons from actual events, regular/specific
exercise requirements, exercise ideas:
”We want to run an exercise to become more agile!”

Parameters x Active verbs x Guidewords:
E.g. State: Raise to Crisis Mode
Info: Uncertainty High, Collect
Resources: Limited, Mobilize
Goal: Downgrade to 50% Capacity
Organization: Activate Crisis Cell
Competence: Unavailable, Find

Brainstorming
Questions
”What makes a
crisis difficult to
handle?”

ARC method
as part of
ARC-MEX

Scenario theme:
”WHAT ?”
Learning
objectives:
”WHY?”
Actual and
simulated
participants:
”WHO?”

Exercise types:
Full-scale,
functional,
table-top, ...

2. SERIES OF
WORKSHOPS/
MEETINGS:
Generate and
reflect on the
detailed scenario:
”HOW?”

Exercise playbook
with injects
including what-ifs

3. EXERCISE(S)
using playbook

4. DEBRIEFING
and AFTERACTION
REVIEW(S)
based on injects,
data, and what-ifs

State
Information
Resources
Goals
Organization
Competence

2.1 ”Raise the game”: Generate
challenges in the scenario through
”what-if” reasoning: ”Which events
could happen and why/how would
they pose challenges?”

2.2 Determine stakeholders and
their potential actions: ”What could
the potential actions of the
stakeholders be in response to
challenges?”

Parameters
”How can crises be
characterized?”

Active verbs
”How can crisis
parameters be
influenced?”

Guidewords
”How can crisis
parameters vary?”

Assess
Update
Revise
Communicate
Mobilize
Deny
...

Magnitude
Timing
Availability
Uncertainty
Duration
Rate of change
Object

2.3 Determine performance
measures: ”How can stakeholders’
actions be evaluated?”

3.1 ”Control the heat”:
Monitor key parameters
and play injects

Performance
measures

3.2 Collect data for
debriefing and lessons
to be learned

Exercise
data

5. ANALYSIS of the
exercise events and
stakeholder inputs
and feedback

6. IMPLEMENT
lessons to be
learned

Agile Response Capability:
Method for EXercise planning
(ARC-MEX)

FOLLOW-UP EXERCISES/
MONITORING àSTART
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